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What is Present Reality: Revolutionary Insight Into
Understanding the Connection Between Your Past,
Present, and Future
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The uncertainty of the future creates anxiety in many people, and this is especially true today

because of the COVID-19 pandemic and recession. Dr. Vipin Gupta, the respected professor

of management at California State University, San Bernardino, shows readers how to use

their present understanding of their past to take control of their future with his book, What is

Present Reality.  The book is second in the series on a novel, metaphysical approach to

unraveling the mystery of Mother Nature.  The first book, What Is Divine Energy, unraveled

the mystery of divine energy as the energy of your conscious decision-making. It showed the

path for natural excellence in realizing your intended future reality with 100% certainty.

“I have met more than one person who is stressed because they are unsure about their

future,” Dr. Gupta says. “When they look five years down the line, they see ambiguity and

uncertainty. They are afraid of how random the future seems. After I talk to them, though, I
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almost always notice one thing: they don’t understand where they are in life today or how

they got there. All they know is that they feel powerless to do anything and lack the tools to

get their lives going in a productive direction.”

What is Present Reality is predicated on Dr. Gupta’s research that proved that by

understanding how their present reality comes to be, anyone can manifest their desired

future instead of living out one created and molded by their culturally and genetically

inherited consciousness. In effect, the individual takes control of their life and lives

spontaneously, without passivity.

“It goes beyond taking control of your future, though,” Dr. Gupta states. “It actually affects

what you can accomplish. What is Present Reality teaches that you have divine energy and

that you can pragmatically channel it so that you experience more fruitful, everlasting

accomplishments. Think about that for a moment. Can you see the potential you have here to

radically change your life?”

Dr. Gupta has found that when people understand how their divine energy impacts both the

world and their present reality, they experience tremendous joy. “Their consciousness is

completely transformed, and they ultimately become a light force for universalizing that joy.”

Readers have praised Dr. Gupta’s book as a life-changing work and a significant contribution

to modern science. Susan Violante @Reader Views observes, “What is Present Reality by

Vipin Gupta is a well-written must-read for people who wonder about where they are in their

life today and where they want to be tomorrow.” 

Dr. Gupta believes that one reason humanity experiences so much uncertainty about their

present realities and their futures is because of their blind reliance on scientific theories that

are actually false. This misinformation leads people away from truths that can bring clarity

and peace to their lives.

“If you are searching for a way to achieve oneness with Mother Nature and explore beauty,

reality, and truth, What is Present Reality will resonate with you,” Dr. Gupta states. “It is a

great book for those readers who are open minded and who wish to know the actual truth,

not just the one pushed by modern academics. To understand the present reality, you must

discard all the ‘wisdom’ received so far. Once you do, an entirely new way of living, one that is

infinitely more peaceful, will be open to you. What is possible in modern times is far more

than we might think.” 

Dr. Gupta uses an intuitive metaphysics to bring clarity to complex scientific concepts.  He

notes, “By realizing your full potential, you become free from the limitations of the present

that connects the past’s straight-line, linear relativity and shapes the future nonlinear

relativity. That’s what makes Einstein’s special theory of linear relativity and general theory

of nonlinear relativity an imperfect representation of reality.”
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Dr. Gupta has seen his work impact lives for the better. “By helping others understand the

metaphysical foundations of human behavior, people are unified and are better leaders. My

book enlightens people, who then influence everything and everyone around them. They are

free from the scientific paradigm and experience life as it was meant to be lived: at peace with

themselves and, most importantly, with Mother Nature.”

What Is Present Reality is available in a full scientific edition as paperback, hardcover, and

digital and in a popular In A Nutshell edition as paperback, digital, and audible. 

Dr. Vipin Gupta is a professor of management and a co-director of the Center for Global

Management at the Jack H. Brown College of Business and Public Administration, California

State University, San Bernardino. He was previously at Simmons University, Grand Valley

State University, and Fordham University. Dr. Gupta has a Ph.D. in managerial science and

applied economics from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
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